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"Well, his name is Chandler Quinn, and he's another treasure Hunter," Henry explained.

Back in his younger days, he, the Scarlet Thief, and Chandler formed a trio in search of treasure, and as luck would have it, they

managed to stumble upon a long-lost power method that belonged to the Ultimate Power class!

Although the Scarlet Thief ended up snatching the power method and claiming it for his own, he was blinded in one eye by Henry

and Chandler during the process.

Ever since then, the three of them turned into mortal enemies, and unfortunately, Chandler also fell victim to the Scarlet Thiefs

revenge a few years ago. Although Chandler managed to escape, albeit just barely, his poor family were not so lucky; Chandler

was the only survivor of this cruelty.

Ever since that day, the Scarlet Thief made it his life's mission to track both Henry and Chandler down for revenge!

During this time, Henry got in touch with Chandler and they decided to gang up against the Scarlet Thief to avenge their family’s

deaths. After making sure that young Sherlyn was in good hands, Henry and Chandler then managed to track the Scarlet Thief

down, intending to end this vengeance once and for all!

Unfortunately, the Scarlet Thief was far too powerful, and even after intense combat, neither of them managed to

defeat him. On the contrary, the Scarlet Thief even managed to injure Chandler severely and even crippled one of his legs!

It was Henry who had to carry Chandler on his back while they made their hasty escape, otherwise, they would have died long

ago!

Even now, neither of them dared to take on the challenge of defeating the Scarlet Thief once again, and they could not help

feeling despair because of this.

Ever since that, Chandler decided to go into hiding to evade the Scarlet Thief's capture, while at the same time trying to level up

in his training so that he would be a better match against the Scarlet Thief in the future!

Whereas Henry, on the other hand, could not possibly go into hiding with his granddaughter, so instead he decided to change

their names and identities, moving around frequently so that the Scarlet Thief would not be able to track them down.

"Oh, I understand now!" Leon gasped in realization after listening to Henry's story.

"Mister Wolf, although I haven't seen Chandler in a few years now and am thus not familiar with his current situation, he has

always been a better and more powerful martial artist than I was If my guesses are correct, he will probably have attained the

Semi-Almighty State by now, and perhaps even the Initial Almighty State. If you're willing to overlook the fact that he's crippled in

one leg, I can arrange for a meeting with him to join your forces," Henry said with an expectant look.

He knew of Chandler's whereabouts, and thus it would not be difficult to find him if he wanted!

Besides, if Leon was willing to recruit Chandler to join their forces, then help Chandler attain greater power in his training, he was

certain that the three of them combined would be able to defeat the Scarlet Thief once and for all!

However, since Chandler was crippled in one leg, he had to bring that up out of consideration that Leon would not want to recruit

him for this reason!

"So what if he's crippled in one leg? It doesn't matter to me! I'd very much like to meet him!" Leon said after some thought. He

was desperate to recruit as many warriors into his troops as possible, so he did not see much of a problem with Chandler's

condition.

Besides, he could not help pitying the old man a little, and if Chandler's condition was not too serious, Leon thought he might

even be able to help with his medical expertise!

In conclusion, he could easily straighten these things out once he met Chandler!

"Very well then! I shall bring you to meet him tomorrow!" Henry was delighted to hear this.
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